ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS
OUTLINE VEGAS 12CX

The loudspeaker shall be a 2-transducer, one-channel, 2-way, passive, low-distortion coaxial point source device.
The transducers shall consist of one twelve-inch bass-reflex-loaded woofer and a three-inch neodymium compression driver coaxially mounted on the woofer. The coaxial component shall be equipped with D.P.S. (Dust Protection Spider) technology in order to avoid accidental intrusion of dust or particles into the magnetic circuit.
The lightweight cabinet shall be constructed in 15mm phenolic glued Baltic birch plywood. The cabinet shall have an asymmetric design to allow tilted operation as stage monitor or as stage front fill.
The cabinet shall be black polyurea coated, and the grille shall have an epoxy powder coating. The cabinet shall have custom repainting RAL options.
The cabinet shall have smoothly finished handles carved in the top and bottom panels of the cabinet to facilitate the general management of the system (transportation, moving as well as installation).
The cabinet shall have four M6 and sixteen M8 threaded rigging points to allow flexible installation. The bottom panel of the cabinet shall have a 35 mm pole mount insert.
The connectors of the loudspeaker shall be one NL4 speakON with one additional pass-through NL4 connector for parallel loudspeaker connections. The amplified signal shall be fed to the pins 1+/1- of the NL4 connector.
The speaker shall employ an internal crossover network manufactured with top-grade components, including coils with very low resistance and metallized polypropylene capacitors.
The frequency response shall be 55 Hz to 20 kHz (-10dB).
Maximum peak SPL output for one box shall be 133 dB calculated using +10dB crest factor signal @ 1m, free field.
The nominal acoustic dispersion of a single cabinet shall be 90° horizontal and 90° vertical with conical dispersion.
The power handling of one box shall be 450W AES continuous and 1800W AES peak.
The nominal impedance of the single enclosure shall be 8 Ω.
The enclosure shall be 550 mm (21 21/32”) high, 380 mm (14 31/32”) wide, 350 mm (13 25/32”) deep and the weight shall be 19.2 Kg (42.3 lb).

